Data cube construction is a commonly used operation in data warehouses. Because of the volume of data that is stored and analyzed in a data warehouse and the amount of computation involved in data cube construction, it is natural to consider parallel machines for this operation. Also, for both sequential and parallel data cube construction, effectively using the main memory is an important challenge.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis on large datasets is increasingly guiding business decisions. Retail chains, insurance companies, and telecommunication companies are some of the examples of organizations that have created very large datasets for their decision support systems. A system storing and managing such datasets is typically referred to as a data warehouse and the analysis performed is referred to as On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [1] .
Computing multiple related group-bys and aggregates is one of the core operations in OLAP applications [1] . Jim Gray has proposed the cube operator, which computes group-by aggregations over all possible subsets of the specified dimensions [6] . When datasets are stored as (possibly sparse) arrays, data cube construction involves computing aggregates for all values across all possible subsets of dimensions. If the original (or initial) dataset is an n-dimensional array, the data cube includes
DATA CUBE CONSTRUCTION
This section further elaborates the issues and challenges in data cube construction. Before that, we also give some general motivation for data cube construction.
Organizations often find it convenient to express facts as elements of a (possibly sparse) multidimensional array. For example, a retail chain may store sales information using a three-dimensional dataset, with item, branch, and time being the three dimensions. An element of the array depicts the quantity of the particular item sold, at the particular branch, and during the particular time-period.
In data warehouses, typical queries can be viewed as group-by operations on a multidimensional dataset. For example, a user may be interested in finding sales of a particular item at a particular branch over a long duration of time, or all sales of all items at all branches for a given time-period. The former involves performing an aggregation along the time dimension, whereas the latter involves aggregations along the item and the branch dimensions.
To provide fast response to the users, a data warehouse computes aggregated values for all combinations of values. If the original dataset is dimensional, this implies computing and storing . Some of the major issues in data cube construction are as follows. Cache and Memory Reuse: Consider the computation of AB, AC, and BC. These three arrays need to be computed from the initial array ABC. When the array ABC is disk-resident, performance is significantly improved if each portion of the array is read only once. After reading a portion or chunk of the array, corresponding portions of AB, AC, and BC can be updated simultaneously. Even if the array ABC is in main memory, better cache reuse is facilitated by updating portions of AB, AC, and BC simultaneously. The same issue applies at later stages in data cube construction, e.g., in computing A and B from AB. Using minimal parents: In our example, the arrays AB, BC, and AC need to be computed from ABC, by aggregating values along the dimensions C, A, and B, respectively. However, the array A can be computed from either AB or AC, by aggregating along dimensions B or C. Because
, it requires less computation to compute A from AB. Therefore, AB is referred to as the minimal parent of A.
A lattice can be used to denote the options available for computing each array within the cube. This lattice is shown in Figure 1 . A data cube construction algorithm chooses a spanning tree of the lattice shown in the figure. The overall computation involved in the construction of the cube is minimized if each array is constructed from the minimal parent. Thus, the selection of a minimal spanning tree with minimal parents for each node is one of the important considerations in the design of a sequential (or parallel) data cube construction algorithm. Memory Management: In data cube construction, not only the input datasets are large, but the output produced can be large also. Consider the data cube construction using the minimal spanning tree shown in Figure 1 . Sufficient main memory may not be available to hold the arrays AB, AC, BC, A, B, and C at all times. If a portion of the array AB is written to the disk, it may have to be read again for computing A and B. However, if a portion of the array BC is written back, it may not have to be read again.
Another important issue is as follows. To ensure maximal cache and memory resue, we need to update AB, AC, and BC, simultaneously. However, if sufficient memory is not available to hold these three arrays in memory at the same time, we need to allocate and update portions of these arrays. Managing this can be quite challenging.
Some of these issues are addressed by a new data structure, aggregation tree which we introduce in the next section.
SPANNING TREES FOR CUBE CONSTRUCTION
This section introduces a data structure that we refer to as the aggregation tree. An aggregation tree is parameterized with the ordering of the dimensions. For every unique ordering between the dimensions, the corresponding aggregation tree represents a spanning tree of the data cube lattice we described in the previous section. Aggregation tree has the property that it bounds the total memory requirements for the data cube construction process.
To introduce the aggregation tree, we initially review prefix tree, which is a well-known data structure [2] .
Consider a set
be the power set of 
The lattice
H is also referred to as the prefix lattice. The lattice we have shown earlier in Figure 1 is a complement of the prefix lattice, and is referred to as the data cube lattice.
A prefix tree g is a spanning tree of the prefix lattice Figure 2 shows the prefix lattice, prefix tree and the aggregation tree for . Since an aggregation tree is a spanning tree of the data cube lattice, it can be used for data cube construction. We next present an algorithm that uses the aggregation tree and has minimally bounded memory requirements. Figure 3 shows this sequential algorithm. Suppose we are computing data cube over dimensions which are denoted by , all children of " in the aggregation tree are evaluated. This ensures maximal cache and memory reuse, since no portion of the input dataset or an intermediate result needs to be processed more than once. After computing all children of a node, the algorithm progresses in a depth-first fashion, starting with the right-most child. An array is written back to the disk only if it is not going to be used for computing another result. Thus, the only disk traffic in this algorithm is the reading of the original input array, and writing each output (or computed) array once. Moreover, each array is written once in its entirety. Therefore, frequent accesses to the disks are not required.
The depth-first traversal, starting from the right-most child in the aggregation tree, creates a bound on the total memory requirements for storing the intermediate results. Consider data cube construction starting from a three dimensional array ABC, where the sizes of the three dimensions are ¡ , ¤ , and ¢ , respectively. After the three children of the root of the aggregation tree are computed, the memory requirements for holding them in main memory are . The design of the aggregation tree and our algorithm ensure that the total memory requirements for holding output arrays during the entire data cube construction process are bounded by # . The reason is as follows. Suppose the ordering between the three dimensions is
. After the first step, BC can be written back. Then, the node AC is used for computing the array C. Since , the total memory requirements again do not increase beyond # . This result generalizes to an arbitrary number of dimensions [8] .
As we had stated in the previous section, one challenging situation arises when sufficient memory is not available to hold AB, AC, and BC in memory at any given time. To handle this, we need to allocate and update portions (or tiles) of these arrays at any given time. Since the aggregation tree based approach minimally bounds the memory requirements without tiling, we believe it gives us a good basis for developing tiling approach.
PARALLEL ALGORITHM WITHOUT TILING
In the previous section, we introduced the aggregation tree based Consider a n-dimensional initial array from which the data cube will be constructed. Suppose we will be using a distributed memory parallel machine with @ processors. Through out this paper, we will assume that the number of processors used is a power of 2. This assumption corresponds well to the parallel processing configurations used in practice and has been widely used in parallel algorithms and partitioning literature.
We partition the dimension
Each processor is given a unique label . The significance of a lead processor is as follows. If we aggregate along a dimension, then the results are stored in the lead processors along that dimension.
The parallel algorithm is presented in Figure 4 . We explain this algorithm with the help of an example. Consider data cube construction with and . Let A detailed analysis of the impact of data distribution on the communication volume is presented in our earlier work [8] .
TILING-BASED APPROACH FOR SCALE DATA CUBE CONSTRUCTION
The sequential and parallel algorithm we have presented so far assume that sufficient memory is available to store all arrays at the first level in memory. In general, this assumption may not hold true. In this section, we present sequential and parallel algorithms that use tiling to scale data cube construction.
Sequential Tiling-Based Algorithm
Let the initial multidimensional array from which a data cube is constructed be denoted by . Dividing each array into tiles adds a new complexity to the process of computing these arrays. A given tile phases. In each of these phases, one tile of the parent of 6 is processed and the corresponding elements in 6 are updated. Note that a node can have multiple children in the tree. To ensure high memory and cache reuse, when a tile of an array is brought into memory, we update the corresponding tiles of all children of that node. Since these children are computed by aggregating along different dimensions, it is not possible to read all tiles that are used to compute one tile of a child node consecutively. As a result, a tile of a node being computed may have to be written and reread from the disks as it is computed from multiple tiles of its parent node.
To facilitate correct computations using tiling, we associate a table with each node of the tree. For the node , then the elements in this tile have received their final values. In this case, we say that the tile is expandable, because it can now be used for starting the computation of its children nodes.
The tiling-based algorithm is presented in Figure 5 . We assume that the original array is indexed in such a way that each tile can be retrieved easily. In the algorithm, The function Expand tile takes a tile and a node of the tree, and computes or updates the appropriate portions of the descendants of the tree. Given a node 6 and a tile U , we find the tiles of the children of 6 that can be updated using the function data structure to determine the status of the tiles of children. If they have not yet been initialized, we allocate space and initialize them. If they have been updated previously, they may have to be read from the disks. Once a chunk corresponding to a parent node is brought into memory and cache, all children are updated together.
We next check if the corresponding tile of a child node has been completely updated (i.e. if
). If so, we expand its children before writing it back to the disks.
Thus, our algorithm ensures that once a tile is in memory, we update all its children simultaneously, and further expand upon the children if possible. In the process, however, a tile of child node may have to be written back and read multiple times. We prefer to ensure high memory and disk reuse of the parent tiles to some possible extent for two important reasons. First, the sizes of arrays decrease as we go down the tree, so it is preferable to write back and read lower level nodes in the tree. Second, if the original array is partitioned along only a few dimensions, will have the value of one for many nodes in the tree. In this case, the node being computed will not need to be written back and read multiple times.
Using Tiling in Parallel Data Cube Construction
While applying our tiling-based algorithm to parallel construction of data cubes, we should note that we have two kinds of partitions of a node in the aggregation tree. The first is due to the data distribution among multiple processors. Since each processor has a portion of the original array, interprocessor communication is needed to get final values of this node. The second is due to tiling. The portion on each processor is divided into several tiles and the final values can not be obtained until all tiles of the node are aggregated.
The existence of these two different kinds of partitions adds complexity in deciding whether or not a node is ready for computing its children. For example, consider constructing a data cube from an original four-dimensional array
on 8 processors. The aggregation tree is shown in Figure 6 . Using the terminology used in the previous section, we do a three-dimensional partition for the original array, which means dimensions before we can compute its child. Therefore, we can not apply the tiling-based algorithm directly to parallel data cube construction on multiple processors.
A solution to this problem is to apply tiling-based algorithm only to the children of the root node in the aggregation tree. For the computation of other nodes, we follow a similar process as we had presented in the previous section. Considering that the dominant part of computation is at the first level for multidimensional data cube construction, we believe that tiling all nodes at the first level can reduce memory requirements. For simplicity, we use Level One Parallel Algorithm for the computation of lower levels nodes in the aggregation tree. The complete algorithm is shown in Figure 7 . In this algorithm, Compared with the sequential tiling-based algorithm in Figure 5 , we apply the sequential tiling-based algorithm only to the children of the root node. In addition, we do not expand the node even when
. (Actually, we do not check whether is the total number of tiles of the original array. As we have mentioned earlier, we can not get the final values of children of the root node until we do interprocessor communication. Therefore, we follow a similar procedure as in Level One Parallel Algorithm to finalize each tile of values of the children. The difference is that we first do the required interprocessor communication to get the final values of the child, and then we aggregate its children. Note that we do not use optimized Level One Parallel Algorithm since memory requirement is our key consideration here.
We use the same example we mentioned at the beginning of this section to describe how this algorithm works for parallel data cube construction. We consider three-dimensional partition of the original array, which means dimensions
are partitioned along two processors. Then on each processor, we divide the also has no child, therefore, it is done and can be written back to the disks.
We now consider the first of the 4 tiles of , we follow the same procedure as above.
The computation of each tile of , as we have stated earlier. In a related technical report [7] , we have derived closed-form expressions for tiling overhead.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the algorithms we have presented in this paper. In this section, we present a series of experimental results evaluating our algorithms and validating the associated theoretical results (presented in a related technical report [7] ). Specifically, we had the following two main goals:
Evaluating how tiling helps scale sequential and parallel data cube construction and the impact the number of tiles has on execution time.
Evaluating how the choice of tiling parameters impacts execution time. We now present results showing how tiling helps scale data cube construction in both sequential and parallel environments.
Scaling Data Cube Construction
Our experiments for sequential execution were conducted on a machine with 1 GB memory. We used 4 8-dimensional datasets, which were dense arrays with sizes , respectively. As each element requires 4 bytes, the sizes of these datasets are .5, 1, 2, and 4 GB, respectively. Without the use of tiling, the total memory required for the first level of the tree is 416 MB, 768 MB, 1.4 GB, and 2.5 GB, respectively.
The execution time with 1, 2, 4, and 8 tiles for these 4 datasets are presented in Figure 8 . For the .5 GB and 1 GB datasets, sufficient memory was available to execute the algorithm without tiling (or using a single tile). The execution time for these datasets remains approximately the same with the use of 1, 2, 4, or 8 tiles. As all data can fit in main memory, the read and write operations for tiles only involve accessing main memory buffers, and therefore, use of large number of tiles does not result in a slow down.
A more interesting trend is noted with the 2 GB dataset. The use of 2 or 4 tiles results in lower execution time than the use of 1 or 8 tiles. With only 1 tile, memory thrashing causes the overhead. With the use of 8 tiles, the high tiling overhead causes the slow down. As the total memory requirements are large, read and write operations for tiles now require disk accesses. Therefore, the use of larger number of tiles is not desirable.
With the 4 GB dataset, the code cannot even be executed with the use of a single tile. The lowest execution time is seen with the use of 4 tiles. Memory thrashing and tiling overheads are the reasons for slow down with 2 and 8 tiles, respectively. Note, however, because the execution times are dominated by computation, the relative differences are never very large.
We repeated a similar experiment for parallel data cube construction, using a 8 node cluster. We used four 9-dimensional datasets whose size were 4 GB, 8 GB, 16 GB, and 32 GB, respectively. After data partitioning, the size of the array portion on each node was .5 GB, 1 GB, 2 GB, and 4 GB, respectively, similar to the previous experiment. The results are presented in Figure 9 and are similar to the previous set of results. Note that there is some increase in per node memory requirements, because memory is needed for communication buffers. Therefore, with the largest dataset, a minimum of 4 tiles are required to complete execution.
Another observation from Figures 8 and 9 is as follows. As we experiment with larger input datasets, the execution time remains proportional to the amount of computation on each node. Thus, the use of tiling and parallelism helps scale data cube construction.
Impact of Tiling Parameters
In this sub-section, we focus on the evaluation of the theoretical results on tiling overhead.
Our first experiment was done on a single processor machine. We experimented on a dataset with two different levels of sparsity 25% and 5%. We assume that the main memory is not sufficient and divide the dataset into 8 tiles. There are three possible tiling parameters, (0 1 1 1), (0 0 1 2) and (0 0 0 3). We refer these three options as three-dimensional, twodimensional and one-dimensional tiling, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 10 . The versions involving tiling are compared with a version that does not involve tiling. 
dataset, 1 Processor
We have two observations from these experimental results. First, even as the sparsity is varied, tiling on multiple dimensions has less tiling overhead, which is consistent with our theoretical re-dataset with two different levels of sparsity 25% and 5%. We assume that after data distribution among processors, we still need to partition the portion of the original array on each processor into 4 tiles. Figure 11 shows that given a data distribution, using tiling parameters obtained through the algorithm of choosing tiling parameters can reduce the tiling overhead. The best case with tiling parameter (1 0 0 1) outperforms the case (0 0 0 2) by 4.62% and 6.14% on 25% and 5% datasets, respectively. Note that the execution times of the two cases with tiling parameters (1 0 0 1) and (0 0 1 1) are quite close to each other. This is because these two cases both involve two-dimensional tiling. 
RELATED WORK
Since Jim Gray [6] proposed the data cube operator, techniques for data cube construction have been extensively studied for both relational databases [10, 9] and multi-dimensional datasets [12, 11] . Our work belongs to the latter group. Zhao et. al [12] use MMST (Minimum Memory Spanning Tree) with optimal dimension order to reduce memory requirements in sequential data cube construction. However, their method requires frequent write operation to the disks. In comparison, our approach of tiling does not require frequent write operations, and can flexibly work with different amounts of available memory. Tam [11] uses MNST (Minimum Number Spanning Tree) to reduce computing cost, with ideas some-what similar to our prefix tree. Again, this method also requires frequent writing back to disks. Also, the MMST and MNST approaches have not been parallelized so far.
Many researchers have developed parallel algorithms for data cube construction. Goil et. al [4, 5] did the initial work on parallelizing data cube construction starting from multidimensional arrays. Recently, Dehne et. al [3] have studied the problem of parallelizing data cube. They focus on a shared-disk model where all processors access data from a common set of disks. None of these efforts have considered combining tiling and parallelization.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how sequential and parallel data cube construction algorithms can be further scaled to handle larger problems. This is done by tiling the input and output arrays on each node. We have addressed the challenges in using tiling while still maintaining the other desired properties of a data cube construction algorithm, which are, using minimal parents, and achieving maximal cache and memory reuse. We have presented a parallel algorithm that combines tiling with interprocessor communication.
In a related technical report [7] , we also present a closed form expression for tiling overhead, and have shown how tiling parameters can be chosen to minimize this overhead.
Our experimental results show the following. First, tiling helps in scaling data cube construction in both sequential and parallel environments. Second, choosing tiling parameters as per our theoretical results does result in better performance.
